Emergency Preparedness

Backup power solutions to rent or own

PLANNING AHEAD WITH KOHLER IS YOUR BEST PLAN
In every business situation, planning makes the difference between success and failure.
Be certain you’ve planned for success with backup power solutions from Kohler Power
Systems and Kohler Rental. From single to multiple locations, permanent power,
emergency rentals and plans that combine the two, Kohler is ready. We’ll help you assess
your needs, set priorities and specify equipment. And by the time we’re done, you can
have a totally integrated system in place — one that saves time, money, productivity and
even lives. With Kohler, the power will be On because the people behind the power are
On. Always.
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KOHLER HELPS
YOU PLAN BY
DETERMINING:
n Critical-load requirements
n Power priorities
n	Equipment needs
n	Emergency delivery and
setup logistics
n	Organizational responsibility
chain
n	Security
n Technical support needs
n Additional customized
requirements

We’re prepared so you are
For every aspect of planning your critical-load requirements, Kohler has
developed a solution, including:
n Mobile and stationary generator

n Trained national distributor/dealer

sets up to 2800 kW, engineered

network provides expert planning

for multiple industries:

services and world-class technical

manufacturing, hospitality,

support.

healthcare, government,

n UL- and EPA-compliant products.

data centers, telecom,

n Wireless monitoring of critical

petrochemical and more.

functions.
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BUYING FROM KOHLER
When reliable backup is an ongoing concern, Kohler is ready with permanent whole-facility and critical-load
power solutions. Kohler technical experts determine your total power needs, and then develop the appropriate
plan using KOHLER EPA-compliant diesel, gas and/or LP generators (stationary up to 2800 kW, towable up to
®

2000 kW), and a full complement of automatic transfer switches, paralleling switchgear and custom packaging.
The moment the grid is compromised, clean and reliable power kicks in, ensuring your ability to continue
operating. Another flexible option is to develop a combined permanent/rental plan.

Kohler has a GSA (MAS) contract to sell industrial generators to all U.S. Federal
Agencies and has been a trusted supplier of power solutions to multiple markets
for nearly a century.
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With Kohler, there is no downtime
Specify a KOHLER power solution for your business and you’ll have access to one of the most responsive
®

support networks in the industry. Our nationwide network of distributors is ready around the clock to
expedite parts, service, technical support and more, ensuring you’re never down — even when the power is.
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Renting From KOHLER
In situations where backup power is desired but large equipment investments aren’t, Kohler Rental is an affordable,
effective power assurance plan. No matter your industry, Kohler power experts will help you prioritize your load
needs, work out delivery logistics and prepare for a smooth transition from grid to backup. Plan ahead with Kohler
Rental and if power goes down or threatens to go down, you can be sure you’ll be up and running with minimal
lost time.

Even before the power is out, Kohler Rental is ready to roll. From a single fully self-contained
tow-behind or trailer-mounted diesel generator — up to 2000 kW — to an intricate paralleling or
redundant power package, you’re assured the right solution for the job, along with dedicated
professionals who’ll keep things running smoothly.
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Every business faces a different challeNge
In emergency preparedness planning, Kohler power solutions are trusted by facilities managers, specifying
engineers, disaster recovery specialists and others who understand the importance of uninterrupted power.
Kohler is ready to help you with all of your emergency needs, including mobile air conditioning and
temperature control, mobile sanitary restrooms and more.
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Contact your local KOHLER distributor for your personal login
to access our generator sizing and specification tool at
KohlerQuickPack.com. To locate your nearest KOHLER
distributor, call 920-459-1775 or visit KohlerPower.com and
click on the “sales and service locator” at the top of the screen.
Discover more at KohlerPower.com and
KohlerRental.com. Or call 800.544.2444
in the U.S. and Canada.
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